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Introduction:  Lobate scarps deform all major geologic 
units on Mercury, providing valuable insight into the 
history of horizontal shortening on Mercury [1-2]. 
These landforms consist of curving or lobate cliffs pro-
duced by surface-breaking thrust faults. They can ex-
tend more than 500 km in length with up to ~3 km of 
vertical relief [1-4]. Their formation has been attributed 
primarily to compressional stresses produced by plane-
tary cooling and global contraction [1–3, 5]. Under-
standing the history of crustal deformation provides 
constraints on thermal history models and insight into 
the interplay between tectonics and volcanism and the 
cooling and solidification of the interior [5]. We use a 
combination of cross-cutting relationships, crater mor-
phology, and crater size-frequency distribution (CSFD) 
analysis to determine relative and absolute ages of Mer-
cury’s largest lobate-scarp thrust-faults. 

Data and Methods: Orbital images and mosaics 
from the MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEo-
chemistry, and Ranging (MESSENGER) Mercury Dual 
Imaging System (MDIS) are used to identify all craters 
transected by or superposing the scarf face edge of Mer-
cury’s 30 large-scale named scarps (Fig. 1). Relative 
ages of the faults were determined from cross-cutting 
relationships between the craters and scarps based on 
the crater degradation state; craters of different ages ex-
hibit different amounts of degradation ranging from 
sharp morphologies and the presence/absence of rays 
(Kuiperian and Mansurian craters, respectively), to 
moderately degraded (Calorian craters), and heavily de-
graded (Tolstojan and pre-Tolstojan craters) morpholo-
gies, characterized by subdued rims, infilling of the 
crater floor, and superposing craters [6-8]. 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of the largest lobate-scarp thrust faults included 

in this study. 

The narrowness of faults led to the Buffered Crater 
Counting technique (BCCT), which uses only craters 
and/or their ejecta that directly superpose the fault to de-
termine the fault’s age [9]. However, the low number of 
superposed craters leads to large uncertainties in the age 

of the fault. We developed a Modified Buffered Crater 
Counting technique (MBCCT) which uses superposed 
and transected craters in a larger area surrounding the 
fault to improve the statistical significance of the result-
ing absolute age. The MBCCT measures diameters of 
all craters directly superposing or transected by the fault 
edge and uses the mean diameter ( ) of these craters to 
calculate a buffer size around the fault, where the dis-
tance of the buffer edge from the fault is 1.5 . All cra-
ters 5-km-diameter within the buffer are included in 
the analysis and are classified as pre- or post-dating the 
fault based on their degradation state compared to the 
craters directly superposing or transecting the fault (Fig. 
2). A test area indicates the MBCCT gives statistically 
equivalent results to the BCCT, but with smaller error 
bars. 

 
Absolute ages were computed using the Marchi 

crater model production function and inner solar system 
chronology [10]. Absolute and relative estimated ages 
of the earliest (transected craters) and most recent de-
tectable activity (end of peak activity; superposing cra-
ters) were assessed for each lobate-scarp thrust fault; pe-
riods of most-recent activity are shown in Fig. 3 relative 
to Mercury’s stratigraphic periods utilizing the recently 
revised age boundaries [10-11].  

 

Figure 3: Period of most-recent activity along the large-scale lo-
bate-scarp thrust faults. Length of horizontal lines is the uncer-
tainty. Scarps polewards of 40 latitude shown in bolded text.  

Figure 2: Example of 
the MBCCT for the 
Blossom scarp. Super-
posed craters are indi-
cated in red while 
transected craters are 
shown in blue. 



 
 
Results: All scarps in this study crosscut surfaces 

Tolstojan or older in age (>~3.7 Ga). The most recent 
detectable activity along lobate-scarp thrust faults 
ranges from Calorian to Kuiperian (~3.7 Ga to present). 
Our MBCCT results complement previous relative-age 
studies with absolute ages and indicate global contrac-
tion continued over the last ~3-4 Gyr. At least some 
thrust fault activity occurred on Mercury in relatively 
recent times (<280 Ma).  

Scarps poleward of ~40 S latitude generally do not 
show conclusive evidence of activity on associated 
thrust faults more recently than the end of the Calorian 
(~3.7-1.7 Ga). Scarps at latitudes north of ~40 S show 
evidence of activity ranging from Calorian to the Kui-
perian. This might have implications for Mercury’s 
thermal and tectonic evolution near the end of volcan-
ism associated with it’s youngest widespread smooth 
plains, ~3.6 Ga [12]. 
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